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Kathryn Ledbetter, Editor, Texas State University

The only refereed journal that concentrates on the editorial and publishing history of Victorian Periodicals. Victorian Periodicals Review (VPR) emphasizes the importance of periodicals for an understanding of the history and culture of Victorian Britain, Ireland, and the Empire. Since its humble origins in the 1960s, the Review has evolved into a review with an annual index, member questionnaires, and an array of forthcoming articles and informative articles.

The official journal of the Research Society for Victorian Periodicals.

Published quarterly. Volume 45 (2009).
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Email: jsjournals@press.jhu.edu
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Published by The Johns Hopkins University Press

The Council of Editors of Learned Journals invites editors of journals that publish in scholarly fields of inquiry, especially in the humanities, to join its active membership.

Why should you join? Benefits of regular membership include:

- a subscription to The Journal of Scholarly Publishing (itself a $50 value),
- a listing and link for your journal on CELJ’s website, www.celj.org,
- access to Editor-L (CEIJ’s electronic discussion group) and to the expertise of over 400 editors,
- the opportunity to display your journal at the CELJ booth at the Modern Language Association’s annual convention and to meet potential subscribers and contributors at the exhibit,
- eligibility for the awards competition (subject to annual guidelines) in the categories of scholarly achievement (Bell New Journal, Bell Special Issue, Bell Journal Design, Phoenix Award for Significant Editorial Achievement, Distinguished Editor) and literary achievement (Bell New Literary Journal, Permano Award for Significant Editorial Achievement, Distinguished Literary Editor).

www.celj.org

The Wallace Stevens Journal

Articles • Poems • Reviews
News • Bibliography

For subscription info, free online Concordance & more visit wallacestevens.com

Comparative Drama

Devoted to studies international in spirit and interdisciplinary in scope.

Essay submissions are invited from scholars in all areas of drama.

Contact and subscription information at http://www.umich.edu/~cmp/tr/